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Условия существования релятивистских ударных волн при наличии
областей с аномальным уравнением состояния и проблема адрони-
зации кварковой барионной материи

Предложено теоретическое обоснование общего критерия устойчивости
релятивистских ударных волн в барионной материи. Рассмотрены '
различные формулировки условия механической устойчивости ударных
волн. Проведен анализ устойчивости сильных разрывов разрежения
в процессах адронизации.

K.A.Bugaev, M.I.Gorenstein, V.I.Zhdanov

Relativistio Shocks in the Systems Containing Domains

with Anomalous Equation of State and Quark Baryonio

Matter Hadronization

Theoretioal basis for general stability oriterion of relati-

vist io shocks in baryonio natter is proposed» Different formu-

lations of shook meehanioal stability are oonsidered and applies

to the analysis of rarefaotion shook hadronization transition*
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intensive theoretical studies of relatlvlstlc shocks In re-

oent years have mainly been stimulated by its application to

problems of strongly Interacting matter at high temperatures and/

or baryonlo densities«Special attention has been paid to the phase

transition between hadronio state of matter and quark-gluon plas-

ma expected to occur in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions £ij.
Different scenarios involve ahooka as possible mechanisms of
quark-gluon plasma hadronisation |*2#зЗ (rarefaction shocks) or

its formation ^4»5]] (compression shooks) in these collisions*

Rarefaction shocks are particularly interesting as their

presence itself can indloate the phase transition* The point is

the strong rarefaction discontinuities of hydrodynamio flows are

possible when there is some region of thermodynamical parameters

with anomalous equation of state* And this anomalous thermodyna-

mical behaviour is typical just near phase transition points £б] •
The normal equation of state p s j 9 ( £ ^ n > ) ( D is the

pressure, £ is the energy density, /), is the baryonlo number
density ) in relativlstic hydrodynamics can be defined by the ine-
quality

v a ft$k
where «A. 2 (£ "*"p)/ll. is the generalized specific volume, S
ie the entropy density. If %>0 then the total entropy of hydro-
dynaalo system inoreases when oppression shocks take plaoe [7J •
The entropy growth thus singles out the physical solution and
guarantees its stability. It is known, however, from the non-re-
lativistio consideration Г 8 1 that if anomalous regions (where

}£ < 0 ) are present the entropy criterion is not sufficient.
It has to be replaced by more stringent oondition of shook stabi-
lity - the stability with respeot to shook deoay into smaller dis-
continuities.The latter criterion referred to as meohanioal sta-
bility oondition waa studied In Refa. [9»Wl . BelatiTlatio
shock stability has been diaouaaed also in M 1 f * * 3 *

She aim of our paper ia to present (rounds for general ata-
billty oriterlon of relativistlo shocks. Similarly to non-relati-
vietlc oe.se £ в ] we give its Justification by special procedure
when shooks are obtained from continuous flows In the limit of
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vanishing viscosity. W« consider different formilationa of mecha-
nical stability criterion and prove their equivalence* In tMs ana-
lysis some Important properties of shock adiabata are stated» As
an application we oaloulate rarefaction shock adiabata for hadro-
nisation transition In bag-model £'3] end check their stability*
The essential point of our approaoh is the supposition that local
equilibrium takes plaoe In hydrodynamioal system and therefore
metastable states are ruled out.

2« THE CRITERIOHS 0? EXISTENCE
Ш REIATIVISTIC SHOCK THEORY

The ideal relatlvistlo fluid is described by the energy-momen-

tum tensor

= (6 + P)(/U
V
 - p y ; (

where И
Я
» ^ Й , ^ ) ±a the four-velocity ( ̂ -(1 - 1? *)"*)• For

a plane shook defined as the strong discontinuity of hydrodynami-

oal variables the conservation laws of energy, momentum and baryo-

nio number oan be written in the rest frame of the shock front as

o,i

«•• <* Ш =
The familiar relations

U

Ш •

ds=
ere always valid for thexmodynamioal funotions of baryonlc matter

( T * is the temperature, ЛО is the chemical potential).

The conservation laws (2) allow one to represent the velociti-

es Ъ\ of the fluid In the rest frame of the shock front in terms

of energy densities 6»,^and pressures J\,&on both side» of the die

Here f>i&.p(6i f^l) ***& ladle** 1ф\ correspond to different

«Idee of the anook front.

The relations <2),(3) yield
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»V.S
#
,M= о,

where

The equation

H(6,n; 6.,n
e
) = о (9 >

defines the shook adiabat ft r=. n.^((S) ( Hugoniot-Taub adiabat )

with the centre at the point (&«>» M « ) •
 A
 shock adiabat connects

the possible final states £ , ft. with the initial one <£» f П 9

In 5 ~ P variables the equation of the shock adiabat is

In our analysis we suppose the following conditions to be

satisfied «

A) fii&itl) is piecewiee continuously differentiable poeitire

function and for its partial derivatives the following inequali-

ties are valid ,_ ' .

о < с
а
-Г2£) _ ър п 2L s t do)

which are natural restrictions on the sound velocity Cg ;

B) the solution tl!^(6) of the equation (9) exists and it i# con-

tinuous single-valued function of <J in the region under oon-

slderation. For deflniteness we consider positive baryon number*

The case ft < 0 leads to the same final results*

The question arises whether the velocities 2% defined by (6)

satisfy the conditions 0 ^ ty( ̂  1. In Appendix w« show how these

inequalities follow from A ) .

The conditions (2),(3) are insufficient to define physically

admissible shook transitions. If the equation of state is normal

everywhere ( 35 > 0) or anomalous everywhere ( д£ < 0) then the
condition of entropy growth singles out the physical transition.
But if we deal with a substance containing both normal and anoma-
lous domains of thermodynamical parameters then the mechanical sta-
bility criterion becomes the condition of physical existence of the
shocks•

Sow we formulate the mechanical stability criterion* The lm-
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role here is played by the funotion

where the oonatante A and С are defined by the formulae

A «s & А & Л
(12)

С = (А+£НЛ-Р.) = (А
The funotion

~ f£ ч. S(№)V/£ 4- 0 ̂  1 "/2>

(13)L u
plays an analogous role in <$ - ft, variables. We shall also
nee the funotion

aw в
In terms of these functions the mechanical stability condi-

tion for ahock-lilce transition in relativistio hydrodynamies can

be formulated in three different ways: the shook transition from

the state (§
o
 , ft

o
) to (£i , tbt) ±e possible if and only if for

all (S between &o and (Ŝ

or _

or

Some oomments of the above oondltione should be made»
a). The formulation of meohanical stability condition by the
inequality (15) prohibits the deoay of the shook discontinuity
into a sequenoe of smeller shocks and continuous flows ( see
Hefs. £9|Ю]] ). The connection with non-relativistio ease la

most apparent in X */> variablee when the ourre p'CS) (11)

beoomee the straight line f(X) •

it}. Along with Qel we inolude in O5)-O7) the degenerate ca-

ses when these relation* become equalities in some points (for

example, Chapman-Joufuet points) or етеп on some segments bet-

ween <£* and &x •
« ) . The condition (1?) will be obtained from the "small Tisoo-
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elty method" and we consider It here aa the justification for

the other formulations.

In the case Ч ^ г г
0 a 1 1 t h e

 formulatlone of mechanloal sta-

bility are trivially identical because рС&,П)&р
1
нС&)^Т(6) .

The equlvalenoe of 05),О6),(17) in the general oaae will be

proved in the next seotlon»

Using the thermodynamloal Identities (4),(5) it la easy to

prove the total entropy growth in ahock transition satisfying

(17). Indeed, integrating the total differential d(-^) along

the curve fl = tl(&)
 o n e

 obtains

S» _ C
6
Uf

X'X.
Under the oondltion (17) it immediately follows from (18; (for

both signs of £j-

4 >o

4,
whioh means the total entropy growth (thermodynaaioal stabilityX

3. JVSTIPICATIOV 07 SSABILHZ С Ш Ю Ю 1 Э

AHS ТНВШ BQUIVALBICB

To obtain (17) we oonsider the equations of notion of a vie-

ooua fluid

i m

where \ is given by (1) and the vlsooslty teiaaor *\' is

defined by the well-known forunla [ 7 \ x

£ and <r being the viscoeity coeffloleata.
As the analog of a discontinuous «hook transition In the

ideal fluid we ooneider one-dlmenaioaal visoou* fluid continuous
flow whioh is stationary in some reference frame oorreapomding
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to the rest frame of the shook front. In the case of nonzero vls-
oosity we have (instead of the shook discontinuity) the continuo-
us change of the hydrodynamioal variables from £ e , tbc, V"o at
X »-*•-<•-• to (fj , (lt, VI at X>—> ex=> , their derivatives and "£
vanishing for /X/»-*-»* (here X Is the spatial coordinate).

For these stationary flows equations (19)»(20) lead to the
following relations:

*u = T" -T
(о) >

 v
 — I C«) (22)

Ю) ~"T (23)

(o) , (24)

where the lower index "0" corresponds to the initial state S
m
,

lb
m
» 1£ . To obtain (22) the equality t^U, *O is used*

For X»-»вмэ
 w e

 obtain from (22)-(24) the conservation laws

(2)»(3) as for usual shook. Substituting IT from (22) into (24)

one can easily find that on account of (6)

^ n = n(6)
where tl(£) is defined by (13). The remaining equation (23) we
then reduoe to the 1-st order differential equation for the funo-
tion

-ПО],us)
«the» Q (&) 1»« Л,

' f r J J
/

Vote that for J *%*-*• О the solution g(J/L) of the equation (25)

is contracted along the X -яхХш transfonaing into discontinuous

shock-like solution.

Simple qualitative analysis «hows that for the solution of

(25) £(K) with asyaptotios £ m and £j to exist It is necessary
and sufficient the right-hand side of (25) preserves Its sign

• Note that the expression la the numerator of (26) is always

positive. For < ^ ^ £ ^ J e it is evident. For £0^t & t̂ £d it

can be obtained using the value of {^-c*}) ' r 0 D
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for all values of <$ between *̂o and Si • Then In the limit ̂  •.
£*"*"" 0 we obtain the conditioni(17) of shook existence»

Now we proceed to the problem of equivalence of different
formulations (15),(16),(17) for shock existence.

Theorem» Let the conditions A) and B) be satisfied» Then
the formulations (15)»(16),(17) are equivalent.

of. From formulae (8),(13)»(14) and the equation (9) for
/ZM(£)we obtain by a direct calculation

where L. (i)±B

In the neighbourhood of the point (£e , 1ЪФ
) we find that

then the sign of the left-hand side In (27) is the ваше as the

sign of the difference 7£(&) — fi!£(£)(oT they equal to aero simulta-
neously). So (16) and (17) are equivalent. This statement cannot
be violated beyond the neighbourhood mentioned above because the
opposite case would lead to the contradiction with requirement B)
of unique solution ft!^(£)of the equation (9) •

Equivalence of the formulations (16) and (17) to (15) fol-
low* from the identity

Thus the theorem is proved.
If the shook adlabat tl^tf)centred ±n(£jf fti)±a also defined

uniquely then as a coneequenoe of the above results we find that
the ourves P^(&) * р„ (£). Я"(&) may hare only common points of
intersection with 7?(£)- It is just the case when both shook tran-
sitions "0"|-*.и

1" and "1"i-*»
n
0

H
 are unstable. Th» intersection

point (6* , f>*) is also a coonon point (<f **. fl*) of the curves

tfaHSw: fCQ) .
When all these ourves do not Intersect we have

a* {С <

i.e. in this case the ourre ft(Д)lies between t^({)and/$($), the



ourves Ь
н
 (£), />M (£)t jf(£.)lle on the same side from fr

4. RAREFACTION SHOCKS AS HADROHIZATIOH MECHANISM

OF ВЛ1ШШС QUARK-GLUOH PLASMA

We use here our theoretical results obtained in previous

sections to analyse the stability of rarefaction shook hadroniza-

tion for the bag-like model Г
1
Э1 of quark-hadron phase transition.

In spite of the oversimplified nature of this model we hope

our consideration reveals some general points for shock-like

hadronieation transitions*

Quark-gluon baryonic plasma is desoribed by formulae

ft-35

where U is the baryonio ohemioal potential (we take into ao-

oount only light u,d-quarks) and & is the vacuum pressure in

the bag model. She hadron phase is considered as an ideal gas of

point-like nuoleons, antinuoleons and pione. Two phaseв ooexist

in equilibrium (Gibba oriterion) when their temperatures, oheml-

aal potentials and pressures are equal. Shis equality defines

the phase transition curve ir T - H coordinates. In "*') * - YX.
plane this curve splits into the two ones which are the boundaries

of quark and hadron phases with mixed phase region between them

(see these ourvee in fig. 1 and Ref.£i3j for details). The para-

meter of the model is restrioted as follows ( ДД is the nuole-

on

for the phase transition to exist (we use Ъ в 154 MeV in our

oaloulationa).

Within the mixed phase the thermodynamioal states of strong-

ly interacting matter are desoribed with an additional parameter

o(- the content of the quark component - by the expressions:

-rhere <#J, , fl^ are hadron gas quantities and T * , W lie on the
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phase transition curve.

We have carried out the numerical study of rarefaction

shock transitions from the boundary between quark and mixed pha~

see. On account of our oriterion (15) we come to the conclusion

that the rarefaction shook transitions from quark matter lying

above this boundary are impossible. The last statement follows

from the faot that in £ - lj> plane both hadron and mixed phase

domains are above the line pss.£.(j£~ttB) which describee quark

phase states.

The examples of rarefaotion shock adiabats are shown in

Pig. 1. The numerical calculations combined with the criterion

of shock existence lead to the following results. There are

three types of regions for final states on each shock adiabat:

a) mechanically stable, b) thermodynamically stable (i.e. satis-

fying the condition of total entropy growth) but meohanioally

unstable, o) fully unstable. For small initial temperature there

is a mechanically stable part of the shock adiabat in the mixed

phase and this differs .from the baryonless matter oase Г 9 ~\ •

Every adiabat oontains the Chapman-Jouguet point which is the

lower boundary of meohanioal stability. Phere is maximal entro~

py growth for shook transitions into these points and for small

initial temperatures this growth constitutes some tens of peroenta

(that ia rauoh bigger than for zero baryon number oase)«The gaomet-

rioal meaning of meohanioal stability oriterion beoomea the most

transparent in }£ - f> variables as it ie shown in Fig. 2 for

some typioal adiabat. To oaloulate more definite quantitative

properties of shock-like hadronissation transitions the better

equation of state is desirable.
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APFEHDIX

Suppose that

R.a) > °
where

Le
The relation (A1) i s not too restrictive beoause it is a suffLoient
oondition for the uniqueness of continuous solution ft>t(£i)of the
equation (9)* If e.g. ^^doee not change i t s sign, then (At)
i s fulfil led for/t£Y&b o r analogous inequality holds for/ l^&j
In the latter oase we may deal with shock adiabat tVM {£)which
also conneots the points [So , /I*) and (&J , t%± ) . Note that
the validity of (A1) i s evident In the neighbourhood of the
point So for П > О •

Ve show that under the conditions (10) and (A1) the ine-
quality

£* (A2)
holds* Straightforward oaloulations give for the funotions

f>o and ̂ fc;* l?<%) - ^ the following^ l
relations

J| AeKiO+^CWf (АЗ)
^ | kfW} %& (A4)

Integrating (A3) and (A4) we obtain that SiQh*ffc) -

» SJ9H(&-&,) whenoe (12) la valid.

Putting ^ - £i in (A2) on* out easily «how that for the
right-hand side of (6) the Inequalities Q ^ t T ^ £ hold*
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NGURB CAPTIONS

Hugoniot-Taub rarefaction «book adiebata in I - ft variab-

les. The dashed region oorresponde to the mixed phase*

ф denotes the oenteres of adlabats (Initial states) on

the boundary between the quark phase and the mixed phase*

Saoh shook adlabat oontalnes meohanleally stable ( — — — ) ,

aeohanloally unstable but thexmodynamyoally stable (....),

unstable (- - -) parts* X denotes the Chapsian-Jouguet

points*

The rarefaction shook adlabat (I© ft» O.O7 OeV) with oentre

Д in УС " P plane • The aeohanically stable part 8 C o'

the adiabat is defined by the two tangents to the ourre

AC-** р«^* С . A 5 - *t point A .p(X)*

Mg.1.
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